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Abstract

Over the course of the twentieth century, 276 people lost their lives in disasters at UK

football grounds. Yet it is surprising that such tragedies did not occur more frequently.

The rapid speed with which the game's popularity developed in the late nineteenth

century meant that football grounds were built quickly and crudely. Any profits that

clubs made were usually invested in players rather than spectators' facilities. Eager to

see their teams succeed on the pitch, fans were usually happy with such prioritizing.

Thus, as the century progressed and the game developed on and off the field,

improvements in the condition of grounds were limited. Inside these grounds were

often large, compact, swaying and sometimes inflamed crowds. Quite simply, the

assembly of large numbers of excited supporters on decrepit terraces was a recipe for

disaster. Disasters have powerful emotional, psychological and social impacts. They

bring home the realities of risk in a way that abstract possibilities cannot. This creates

expectations and demands for action to ensure there can be no repetition. Yet the
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extent to which expectations are fulfilled, and the force with which they are demanded,

depends very much on the political circumstances of the tragedy and those affected.

This chapter explores the responses to football disasters in the UK. It aims to show how

the responses have been characterized by an apathy towards safety amongst the

football authorities, central government and fans. This apathy was rooted in a desire to

exclude sport from legislation, in the terrace culture of the game, in the

characterization of fans as hooligans and in the exclusion of the safety of football fans

from the concerns of central government.

Notes

The early stages of the research were funded by an ESRC grant (R000222677) to look

at responses to Aberfan and other disasters.

For the purposes of this paper, disasters are defined as events causing multiple deaths.
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